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General Comments
There has clearly been a substantial amount of work conducted here, and JR et al have come up with
some interesting results. There is a lack of detail on some aspects of the work in the reports that I
have reviewed (last 3 presented to CSP TWG), although some of that detail may reside in other
reports I haven’t seen in which case I presume it will be covered in the final report. I found that a lot
of important detail was provided in the presentations, but not covered in the reports.
Overall I think this a good start but think there are some important areas that still need work. In
particular I would have expected a more comprehensive analysis of potential correlates with the
demographic parameters; ideally done within the demographic analysis itself, or at least a
regression-type analysis that allows for uncertainty in the demographic estimates so that effect sizes
can be estimated. This is particularly important given that one of the purposes of this contract was
to identify potential causes for the observed decline. There can be a statistically significant effect
that is too small to explain a decline, or an insignificant effect that could potentially explain the
decline. Simple correlations of the point estimates is pretty rudimentary, and conducting a large
number of significance tests on the correlations raises the possibility of finding spurious results if the
number of comparisons being made are not accounted for.
Stronger justification needs to be given for looking for changes in the nature of correlations before
and after 2005. The logic for it is not clear, particularly given that the decline is thought to have
begun in the late 1990’s/early 2000’s.
As an editorial point, I noted that often the captions for figures and tables could have been more
descriptive as often they did not fully describe what was being presented. It’s typically expected that
figures and tables should be standalone and require minimal reference back to the text.
Below I’ve made a number of specific comments about the work. I think that most of them are
important and need careful consideration. As is the nature of a review, many of them are critical but
as I noted above, I certainly think they are on the right track.
Demographic Modelling Points
 Does the sequence in which parameters are considered have an effect during the
optimisation process?


Were ‘phantom’ tags added for all years? I’ve only been able to find references to the
number added from 1998 onwards. In some years the number of added phantom tags is
quite large relative to the total number banded. Were any added for the early 1990’s? If so,
the number added needs to be documented. If not, but they were for latter years, the
survival (and possibly other parameters) are not directly comparable.



Why was MCMC used to assess the degree of uncertainty? Should be able to obtain
variance-covariance matrix using standard numerical techniques and maximum likelihood.



What priors been used for MCMC approach?



Using MCMC may mask unidentifiable or confounded parameters. For example, it’s well
known that in regular CJS mark-recapture models the final survival and capture probabilities
are confounded and are not separately estimable when both are allowed to vary in time.
This can usually be identified in difficulties obtaining a valid variance-covariance matrix if
some parameters are unidentifiable or confounded. Has any checking been done for
correlation between posterior distributions for pairs of parameters? This may indicate some
potential confounding (but could also just be sampling variation).



In statistical jargon, MacKenzie (2011) and Chilvers and MacKenzie (2010) survival estimates
used a model with additive age and year effects, so year effects are the same for all age
groups. You’re using an interaction model where the year effects are different for all age
groups.



Can Seabird allow common parameters in different partitions? May speed up tag-loss
models if not trying to estimate separate survival rates.



Cohort effects could be included as a covariate in the analysis rather than treating as
separate analysis or partition, if Seabird can incorporate covariates (most similar markrecapture packages can, or shouldn’t be too hard to incorporate).



Survival to age 2 looks suspiciously high for early 1990’s



Maturation 1 parameter also looks high for late 1990’s. Your saying about 40% (on average
for this period) of aged 4 females pupped. Simon’s age distribution data suggests about
1.25% of breeders are aged 4 for the same period (on average). For this to hold it would
suggest that the number of breeders is 32 times greater than the total number of age-4
females (i.e., from 0.4*# aged 4 females = 0.0125*# breeding females). Whereas if that age4 maturation parameter is more like 10-15%, that would imply the number of breeders is 812 times greater than the total number of age-4 females. The lower range of values seems
more conceivable.



In general there were some issues with the data collected in the earlier 1990’s (based on
previous discussions with Louise Chilvers) and I’ve typically excluded them from analyses I’ve
conducted in the past. I’d be pretty cautious about any conclusions that are heavily
influenced by estimates from the early 1990’s. There may also be an issue with the use of
phantom tags, as noted above.



Limits in Appendix A for pupping probabilities appear to be reversed?



Mean age of puppers is an output of a model rather than direct observation, but it is not
clear how that has been calculated. More detail is needed. If some initial age distribution is
assumed for breeders the resulting time series could be sensitive to those initial
assumptions. That is, is that a real pattern or just the consequence of a model and the
practice of only tagging pups (see below point).



There could also be the potential for the age of the tagged population having an influence
on estimated mean age of puppers as this is changing over time. For example, in 1998 the
only tagged breeders would be aged 5-8 from the early 1990’s. By 2002 this group would
now be between 9-12 (and there’s likely fewer of them), and the first of the females tagged
as pups in 1998 would be starting to breed. The introduction of the more recently tagged
females to the breeding population is going to cause the mean age of tagged breeders to
shift. Over the next few years as more younger, tagged females start breeding, and the older
tagged females die off, is going to cause that mean age of tagged breeders to continue to
shift more towards the mean age for the newer groups, although it is going to gradually
increase each year. It is probably only by about 2012 that there will be a good cross-section
of tagged individuals across the age distribution for breeders, prior to that there’s going to
be some significant age classes which do not contain any tagged females. Plotting the mean
age of tagged known-breeders might provide some insight.

Correlative Analysis Points
 Little justification is giving for using a break point at 2004/2005 for some correlative
analyses. JR made the comment at the presentation that it was based on observed patterns
for a number of variables. Without a sound a priori reason, it may be a circular argument, i.e.
if a number of things looked to be different before/after 2005, when the time series is
separated on that basis, we find them to be different. I’m not saying there isn’t a real change
that has occurred between 2004/2005, but without an a priori reason, there certainly needs
to be a sound, logical argument put forward to suggest why things may have changed so
markedly.


However, given the decline in the population is thought to have begun in the late
1990’s/early 2000’s, it would be reasonable to expect that any change in the correlation
patterns would have happened prior to the decline, not after it’s been happening for some
time. May be I’ve missed something, but I don’t follow the logic of looking for a change in
correlation patterns after the decline has already started. The logical time to look for a
change would be pre/post the start of the decline (for which there is little data).



Results of correlation assessments might be better presented in a table so readers can see
exactly how many, and what, correlations were assessed (regardless of whether they are
‘significant’). Currently it unclear from the report exactly what correlations were looked at.



There are a large number of correlations being assessed. Even if every was uncorrelated,
we’d expect a p-value to be <0.05 for 1 comparison out of 20. Therefore, when conducting a
large number of tests we’d expect some of them to be ‘significant’ just by random chance.
This is a well known issue of conducting multiple comparisons and there have been various
suggestions over the years to account for it (e.g., Bonferonni adjustments, Fisher’s combined
p-value, etc). This needs to be accounted for somehow.



In general I’d argue that statistical significance isn’t as informative as estimating the size of
the effect, and assessing whether that effect is big enough to contribute to the decline. EA
made this point during the presentation. Regression-based methods may be preferable for
this rather than simple correlation statistics.



Performing correlation assessments on point estimates ignores the uncertainty in those
estimates, and sometimes the error in both parameters. As the error is quite large in some
cases this could have a substantial impact. It basically a problem in measurement error
(potentially in both the y and x variable) so looking at this literature should be able to
provide some guidance. It is well known that ignoring it can cause bias, and lead to overly
precise results (SE’s or p-values too small).



Some of the correlation analyses with demographic parameters could be investigated by
including the potential correlate as a covariate in the demographic modelling. Potential
correlations between demographic parameters could also be built into a model.



Demographic parameters are estimates from a specific model. A different model could result
in different estimates and different types of correlations. Model estimates may also not
accurately reflect the actual degree of variation in the data. Would be much better if such
assessments are built into the model directly (e.g. as a covariate above, or include a
correlation term between demographic parameters in the demographic model and see if it’s
estimated as close to 0), although I recognise there could be problems there when there’s a
mismatch in the time series for the demographic data versus the potential correlate.



There might be couple of short-cuts you could take rather than completely reanalysing the
demographic data using the output of the MCMC analysis, depending on what software you
have and how familiar you are with it. The basic idea would be to use the joint posteriors
from the current analysis as an input (not sure whether I’d define them as observations or
priors), setup the demographic model with the additional structure of interest (including
priors on the additional terms), then let it run. Essentially the idea is to analyse the joint
posterior distributions. Key is that you want to be using the fully joint posteriors of all
parameters to make sure all the correlations and covariances of the original analysis are
maintained. Of course, by the time this as all been figured out it may be faster to just
reanalyse the original data.



There are also non-MCMC solutions; performing secondary analyses on estimated
parameters while properly accounting for uncertainties.

